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Thank you for choosing the EVILUSIONS Prop Mister Kit.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1) Your Prop Mister Kit comes already assembled. Mount the spray nozzle where you
want a mist of water to come from (mouth of your monster, toilet/sink, anywhere you can
think of.) The siphon block has mounting holes to allow you to screw it to your prop or
wall.
2) Attach a standard compressor supply line to the ¼” Industrial male quick disconnect
that is on one end of the solenoid valve. Your air supply should be between 70 and 125
psi.
3) Place the suction hose into a supply container of water or a similar substance. You
should not spray dangerous or flammable items with this product.
4) Open Air-knob approximately one full turn.
5) When power is supplied to the 12vdc power supply the solenoid valve will open and
an air/water mixture will be sprayed from the spray nozzle.
6) Open nozzle cap about ¼ turn until a fine pin-point spray develops.
Your new prop mister kit can be controlled easily by many prop controllers.
Please contact us if you need assistance in implementing a prop controller with your prop
mister kit.
By adjusting the knob on the siphon block you can control the airflow supplied to the
spray nozzle, which will control the distance of spray and the amount of water that will be
siphoned. By turning the adjustment tip on the spray nozzle you can control the mixture
of air to water.
TROUBLESHOOTING
Bubbles appear in water source thus allowing no spray from out of nozzle.
1) Check to see if nozzle cap is opened too far or
2) Tighten water line fitting into valve block until bubbles disappear. (make sure
nozzle is opened about ¼ turn and air-knob is opened about one or two turns before
tightening water line fitting.)
CAUTION: DO NOT continue to tighten water line fitting after bubbles
disappear.

Only air comes out of nozzle.
1) Check to see if bubbles are appearing in water source. Is so correct as
described above or,
2) The rubber seal on the end of water source line is over compressed in valve
block. Replace rubber seal by removing same with a sharp pointed tool. Replace with a
new rubber seal by pressing in with thumbs. NOTE: When re-installing water line to
valve block follow instructions at stated in trouble shoot above.
3) Initially starting up your EVILUSIONS Prop Mister improperly. Follow
instructions as indicated above for the proper way to start up your kit.
4) Be certain siphon line connections into block are tight and that there are no
leaks in siphoning line.

WARNING! This product is not designed to be used in a wet environment. If used
outside, or in a damp environment all precautions should be made to prevent all electrical
components from getting wet. Permanent damage to the product, persons, or property can
occur.
DISCLAIMER! Evilusions LLC is not to be held liable for injuries, death, or property
damage caused by the improper use of or inability to use this product, misuse of this
product for purposes that it is not intended, or complete lack of common sense.
Any questions, comments or problems please feel free to contact us through e-mail
gadget@evilusions.com Or call us at: 440-655-5796

